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About This Game

- Welcome Tankman! -

Tank raid - a dizzying tank runner. Test yourself for stamina by participating in a battle with enemy tanks and aircraft. Random
generation of opponents in the course of your progress, each new battle is unique and unpredictable.

Every meter will be given to you by sweat and blood. And only a deliberate control of the tank and a good reaction rate with a
small amount of luck will help you destroy a record amount of enemy equipment.

Features:

Random generation.

Kovarnaya damage system tanks (both your and enemy).

Endless game.

System of records and achievements.
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Well worth the very low price

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pxSdsdnFsK8. For what it's worth, it gets the job done great.
If you can get it cheaper then retail price I suggest it, but then again 99 cents is virtually nothing.. This will unlock special cards
that you can gain from playing multiplayer matches.
Buy it if you think you will play single player mode only.. Alien Breed comes in "3 Episodes" and if you like games like the
Free2Play game Alien Swarm then you should try all three Episodes of Alien Breed. That would Be:

Alien Breed: Impact
Alien Breed: Assault
Alien Breed: Descent

Can recommend. Only flaw i found was the Co-op part of the game, its a stand alone four diffrent missions that you can play,
and not the main campaign played in Co-op (Sadly). Later games even have survival mode.. What the bologna is this?! I don't
know why but, the start button doesn't appear after instaling. I just see the whamen but no start button? what am i suppose to
click? her tatas?. Some times the game crashes... But it's Awsome!. It's simple and Ueber.. No menu, no direction. Just a point
and click version of Chinese chess with funny animations. It is definitly not worth $10 though...

Edit: the menus are triggered by holding down the right mouse button. Ten levels of difficulties to choose from. But still....

Edit: To me the game is fun, but the pricing is just too much.. This is a really enjoyable twin stick shooter with a fun dash
mechanic instead of the usual bomb. The changing arena keeps you on your toes even on multiple level retries. A really solid
and fun game!. Bought this game because

1. Involved developers.
2. Frequent updates
3. Epic sim concept
4. Already a great game.

Sure they have to balance some thing but that is peanuts !!!
Fun and difficult playthrough with TONS of options.

You like adventure ?
You like sims ?

Then this is a game for you my friend.
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Njoy Folks.
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Game looks good in the vid and pics but cant even start a battle... when loading skirmish battle for example the loading bar gets
to 2/3rds and game pukes an appcrash error... This needs fixin...

Problem signature:
  Problem Event Name: APPCRASH
  Application Name: RelicCOH.exe
  Application Version: 0.0.0.0
  Application Timestamp: 53e26b17
  Fault Module Name: MSVCR100.dll
  Fault Module Version: 10.0.40219.1
  Fault Module Timestamp: 4d5f0c22
  Exception Code: c0000005
  Exception Offset: 00001ed7
  OS Version: 6.1.7601.2.1.0.256.1
  Locale ID: 1033
  Additional Information 1: 0a9e
  Additional Information 2: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789
  Additional Information 3: 0a9e
  Additional Information 4: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789

Also the error report seem so huge my TEMP folder is not big enough for it even if it has barely anythin in it!. Very Nice td
game.Your defending infantry reminds me a bit of starcraft units.Gameplay is similar to kingdom rush with alot more
upgrades.I would like to see a slider bar to turn music down a bit to match the gameplay sounds. 9.5 out of 10 i give this game.
One of the best ive played so far. Great work devs i love this game. A must buy if u like td games and the price is very
affordable!!. I don't get it.. Is there much to say? well... It would be a great addition to the game if you add a breast slidder. Just
a suggestion.. Simply fun and easily worth the price!
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